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this essay is part of a wider research project on three 
portraits ascribable to a tightly-knit group of artists ac-
tive in the 1560s–70s whose careers began in the Safavid 
court atelier and continued under the auspices of one or 
more Mughal patrons.1 i focus here on the exquisite Por-
trait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali  (fig. 1) in the collection of 
Prince and Princess Sadruddin aga khan; the other two 
works are the Portrait of Mir Musavvir in the Musée du 
Louvre in Paris, and an alleged Self-Portrait of Mir Say  -
yid ʿ Ali in the Los angeles County Museum of art. these 
are the earliest specimens of portraiture in Mughal 
painting, and the artists who painted them or were por-
trayed in them—dust Musavvir, Mir Musavvir, and Mir 
Sayyid ʿ ali—were at the forefront of the introduction of 
portraiture into Safavid painting a few decades earlier 
(1530s–40s).2 accurate likenesses were occasionally in-
cluded in ilkhanid and timurid paintings from the four-
teenth century onwards, becoming more widespread 
during the fifteenth century;3 but paintings exclusively 
focused on one or two individuals like those found in the 
bahram Mirza album or the tahmasp album consti-
tuted a novel genre in the sixteenth century.4 Since the 
earliest known Mughal specimens postdate Safavid ex-
amples by a few decades and were produced by the same 
artists, the connection is quite straightforward. and yet 
no one would mistake a Mughal piece for a work from 
the Safavid atelier: even at such an early stage, there is 
something distinctive about the Mughal portraits, which 
makes them—to varying degrees—more lifelike and 
less idealized than their Safavid forerunners. Was this 
purely a matter of taste, or was the context of these 
paintings different? did the three portraits originate in 
royal ateliers, as is commonly assumed? Were they con-
ceived as a means to immortalize the individuals por-

trayed, or for some other purpose? in an attempt to 
address these questions and to establish a more precise 
date for the introduction of a novel genre that was to 
become one of the most distinctive Mughal art forms, 
we need to turn to historical sources and evaluate cer-
tain clues contained in the paintings themselves. the 
resulting scenario challenges current assumptions about 
Mughal portraiture, as well as some of the statements 
found in Mughal historical sources concerning the ex-
tent of akbar’s authority at the beginning of his reign 
and the role of Central asian elites (more specifically, 
religious elites) in the early Mughal period.

Shah abuʾl-Maʿali, who will be called simply abuʾl-
Maʿali in the remainder of this essay (Mughal sources 
alternate between the two names), is the subject of the 
first painting (fig. 1). he was a sayyid—that is, a descen-
dant of the Prophet Muhammad—and a high officer in 
the last few years of emperor humayun’s reign (r. 1530–
56, with interruptions), who repeatedly fomented sedi-
tion during the first decade of akbar’s rule (r. 1556–1605). 
despite the presence of an inscription, there is no schol-
arly consensus on the dating and raison d’être of the 
work. in order to establish a plausible context in which 
the portrait might have been produced, we should be-
gin by examining several key episodes in abuʾl-Maʿali’s 
life. Most notable is his involvement in various rebel-
lions chronicled by akbar’s court historian abuʾl-fazl  
(d. 1602), who is our main source for the period. the 
rebellions instigated by abuʾl-Maʿali and the extent of 
his connections to members of the Mughal elite are 
minimized by abuʾl-fazl, in accordance with the court 
historian’s efforts to retroject akbar’s charisma onto 
the years when the young Mughal ruler was still strug-
gling to establish his authority. When re-examined in 
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conjunction with the painting, however, abuʾl-Maʿali’s 
biography becomes strikingly relevant. the Portrait of 
Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali is emblematic of the prominent role 
played by the old Central asian elites in the early de-
cades of akbar’s reign. More specifically, it illustrates 
the fate of the religious elites, whose power and involve-
ment in politics had grown considerably in Central asia 
(home to the Mughal dynasty) during the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, but were challenged when akbar 
began to forge new alliances with local indian elites.5 

in the painting, abuʾl-Maʿali is shown holding a scroll 
on which a short text is inscribed. the text on the scroll 
begins with Allāhu Akbar (god is great), the standard 
formula that replaces the basmala in akbari docu-
ments.6 the inscription then proceeds to identify the 
sitter as Shah abuʾl-Maʿali Kashgharī (i.e., from kashgar, 
in present-day Xinjiang), and describes him as a former-
ly devoted servant of humayun (akbar’s father), who is 
referred to by his posthumous name, Hażrat Jannat 
Āshiyānī  (he Who dwells in Paradise), implying that 
humayun was no longer alive when the portrait was 

fig. 1. Portrait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali, signed by Master dust the Painter (ʿamal-i Ustād Dūst Musavvir), Mughal, ca. 1564. 
opaque watercolor on paper. folio: ca. 38.4 × 25 cm. image: ca. 14.3 × 17.4 cm. Collection of Prince and Princess Sadruddin 
aga khan.
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painted. finally, the work is attributed to Master dust 
the Painter (Ustād Dūst Muṣavvir). assuming the por-
trait was executed during abuʾl-Maʿali’s lifetime, the 
information provided in the inscription allows us to re-
strict the date of the portrait between the years 1556 
(death of humayun) and 1564 (death of abuʾl-Maʿali), 
i.e., during the reign of akbar.  

Such a dating, however, is not easy to reconcile with 
other circumstances and scholarly assumptions. the 
painting is usually thought to date from the reign of hu-
mayun because abuʾl-Maʿali is depicted in humayuni 
rather than akbari attire: note especially the distinctive 
headgear, known as the Tāj-i ʿizzat (Crown of honor), 
worn by humayun’s intimates.7 this is in contrast with 
posthumous depictions of abuʾl-Maʿali (figs. 2, 3), where 
his clothes and headgear reflect the current fashion of 
the court in akbar’s time. Moreover, we know that 
abuʾl-Maʿali fell into disgrace immediately after akbar’s 
accession and spent the remaining eight years of his life 
either in prison, on pilgrimage to Mecca, or fomenting 
sedition: therefore it is unlikely that abuʾl-Maʿali would 
have been the subject of a painting commissioned by 
akbar. 

the only other known depictions of abuʾl-Maʿali—a 
drawing in the bodleian Library, oxford (fig. 2), and a 
dispersed painting from a copy of the Akbarnāma, now 
in the art institute of Chicago (fig. 3)8—illustrate his 
arrest at akbar’s first public audience in 1556. they were 
painted years later, by artists who had in all likelihood 
never seen abuʾl-Maʿali alive, or barely remembered 
him. unsurprisingly, in these works abuʾl-Maʿali is pre-
sented as a nondescript youth garbed in anachronistic 
akbar-period clothing; in one of them (fig. 2), he sports 
a moustache that only came into fashion a few years af-
ter the incident. these two alleged “portraits” of abuʾl-
Maʿali differ from dust’s painting in both genre and 
purpose, since they illustrate an episode recounted in 
the official court chronicle, abuʾl-fazl’s Akbarnāma. in 
that chronicle, abuʾl-Maʿali is presented as a quintes-
sential rogue who dared challenge akbar’s authority and 
was crushed by the emperor’s superior powers.9 by con-
trast, our Portrait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali (fig. 1) seems to 
extol his merits; furthermore, abuʾl-Maʿali’s colorful at-
tire in this painting and the flower tucked into his tāj 
suggest a festive occasion, not a mere record of his like-
ness, and particularly, not one painted at the behest of 
his arch-enemy akbar.10

the final problem with dating the Portrait of Shah 
Abuʾl-Maʿali is that the name of the painter, dust Musav-
vir, does not appear in official Mughal sources from ak-
bar’s reign. the last instance in which the artist’s name 
occurs is in a list of dignitaries in humayun’s retinue as 
the ruler marched from kabul to reconquer hindustan 
in 1555.11 Since dust Musavvir is never mentioned after-
wards, it is commonly assumed that he either died on 
the way to hindustan, or retired before akbar’s acces-
sion. dust was a pupil of the celebrated timurid artist 
bihzad, and had previously been active in the Safavid 
atelier under Shah tahmasp (r. 1524–76). at some point, 
probably soon after bihzad’s demise (1535–36) and in 
response to tahmasp’s prohibition of alcohol,12 dust left 
the Safavid court and found employment with Mirza 
kamran, humayun’s brother. kamran initially held 
court in Lahore as a near-independent ruler; later, he 
held kabul during humayun’s exile in Safavid territory 
(1543–45) (although at first he minted coins in his broth-
er’s name—a sign that he still acknowledged huma-
yun’s authority).13 With humayun’s reinstatement in 
kabul in 1545, dust became a leading artist in the royal 
kitābkhāna (library-atelier), and possibly even served as 
its director.14 in kabul, dust produced some of the most 
inventive Mughal works of all time. Elsewhere i have 
argued that his impact on Safavid and Mughal painting 
was more profound than is commonly assumed. after 
two generations, some of his pupil’s pupils—including 
Muhammadi and farrukh beg, both trained by Shaykh 
Muhammad, whom dust had taught—still figured 
prominently among the leading artists recruited by Sa-
favid, Mughal, and even deccani patrons.15 Moreover, 
Muhammadi and farrukh beg were among the finest 
and most innovative portraitists of their time. it is there-
fore surprising that dust’s name is not included in the 
list of prominent artists in akbar’s atelier that abuʾl-fazl 
provides in his Āʾīn-i Akbarī.16 

this omission and the humayun-period clothes worn 
by abuʾl-Maʿali in our portrait have led some scholars to 
doubt the authenticity of the inscription and to suggest 
that the Portrait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali may actually date 
from humayun’s reign.17 this was my initial working 
hypothesis as well; but after a careful examination of the 
inscription,18 i am confident that there is no reason to 
doubt its authenticity or to presume any later tamper-
ing. While the surface of the inscribed area does appear 
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fig. 2. The Arrest of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali, ascribed to ʿabdussamad, Mughal, ca. 1556–60 or later. 13.2 × 11.4 cm. oxford, bodleian 
Library, ouseley add. MS 172, fol. 17a. 
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fig. 3. The Young Emperor Akbar Arrests the Insolent Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali. Page from a manuscript of the Akbarnāma. designed 
by basawan, painted by Shankar. india, Mughal period, ca. 1590/95. opaque watercolor and gold on paper. image: 32 × 19.3 
cm (12 5/8 × 7 9/16 in.). outermost border: 33 × 19.6 cm. Page: 34.4 × 20 cm. Lucy Maud buckingham Collection, 1919.898. 
Chicago (iL), art institute of Chicago. (Photo: ©2018 the art institute of Chicago / art resource, ny/ Scala, firenze)
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to be slightly different from the plain paper background, 
this is most likely the result of priming, a standard pro-
cedure before an inscription was penned. nothing sug-
gests later interventions. Even the fact that humayun’s 
posthumous title floats above the text is not a sign of a 
later adjustment, but rather—as abolala Soudavar has 
shown in a similar instance—it indicates respect for the 
emperor, in accordance with Mughal chancery practice. 
a gap in the text signals the point where the name 
should be read.19

if we accept the inscription as genuine, we will have 
to look elsewhere for reasons to explain why a disgraced 
officer in open rebellion against the Mughal ruler (a 
situation that did not improve but in fact worsened over 
time, as detailed below) was portrayed during akbar’s 
reign, and moreover, by an artist who is commonly pre-
sumed to have already died by then. to resolve these 
apparent contradictions, we must consider the possible 
raison d’être of the Portrait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali. one 
clue from the painting itself seems to have escaped 
scholarly attention: the attitude of the sitter, who is por-
trayed with a bent back, pursed lips, and angled eye-
brows, suggesting intense concentration. While scholars 
have noted abuʾl-Maʿali’s peculiar posture, to the best 
of my knowledge, it has always been explained as a man-
nerism on the part of Master dust, whom scholars rec-
ognize as a painter with a caricatural vein. a distorted 
(and possibly alcohol-induced) view of life is indeed 
among the hallmarks of dust’s style,20 but postures and 
details of clothing were hardly accidental in Mughal 
painting.21 hence, we should consider that the deferen-
tial and slightly tense attitude depicted here may well 
be an integral, meaningful part of the portrait. 

the similarity of the Portrait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali and 
another early Mughal portrait of the elderly artist Sayyid 
Muhammad, better known as Mir Musavvir (fig. 4), is 
especially striking. Mir Musavvir was the father of the 
painter and poet Mir Sayyid ʿ ali, who succeeded dust at 
the head of the Mughal imperial atelier. both father and 
son had previously been active in the royal Safavid ate-
lier alongside dust, where all three painters contributed 
to major manuscript projects. Mir Sayyid ʿali was then 
summoned to kabul in approximately 1551, after huma-
yun was reinstated there. based on the Safavid biogra-
pher Qazi ahmad’s witness and the absence of Mir 
Musavvir’s name from earlier records, it would seem 

that the elderly Mir rejoined his son in india somewhat 
later in life, probably in his retirement years.22 

in the Portrait of Mir Musavvir (fig. 4), the sitter’s 
clothes are unquestionably akbari. More specifically, 
the form of the turban—white and with thin folds pro-
ducing an almost lacelike effect—suggests a dating 
within the first two decades of akbar’s reign, because of 
its close similarity to the turbans found in the illustra-
tions of the Hamzanāma (ca. 1565–74).23 turbans in a 
variety of colors subsequently came into vogue, whose 
folds were not depicted prominently by contemporary 
artists. there is no visual clue as to the elderly sitter’s 
sayyid status—unsurprisingly, perhaps, given akbar’s 
attempts to downplay sectarian differences, which cul-
minated in his proclamation of Ṣulḥ-i Kull (universal 
Peace) in 1582, and—more importantly in this connec-
tion— given his earlier efforts to undermine the author-
ity of émigré Central asian secular and religious elites 
in hindustan. by contrast, in the Portrait of Shah Abuʾl- 
Maʿali, the unusual black color of the headgear suggests 
a parallel with the black turban worn by sayyids in iran 
to this day (as further detailed below). but overall, the 
Portrait of Mir Musavvir is quite similar to the Portrait 
of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali, in conception and (arguably) in 
purpose: both portraits, it is here proposed, convey po-
lite requests from a subordinate to a superior, through 
a more or less explicit text and a body language that ex-
presses submission and trepidation (compare the Mir’s 
raised eyebrows with abuʾl-Maʿali’s facial expression). 
although they are the earliest surviving specimens of 
their kind, it is possible that these “petitioners’ portraits” 
were based on the conventions of an already established 
genre (perhaps developed at the Safavid court), earlier 
examples of which are either lost to us or remain un-
identified. a few later examples testify that the genre 
extended beyond the artists’ lifespan, at least in the Mu-
ghal milieu;24 and further specimens of the genre may 
emerge in the future.25

the inscription in the Portrait of Mir Musavvir can be 
roughly translated as follows: 

Allāhu Akbar! he!26 Petition: the old servant of long date, 
Mir Musavvir, brings to attention that for a long time the 
son of this servant has been in service. it is hoped that gen-
erosity will not be refused…the poor…very soon having 
accomplished his journey, will enter the circle in service. … 
willing, the shadow of the sun will…27
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the gaps occur at the end of the inscription, which is 
partially covered by the curl of the scroll, artfully de-
picted so as to conceal the section where akbar’s name 
or title, as well as god’s name, were logically meant to 
appear; undoubtedly out of respect, their names were 
covered so they did not mingle with an “ordinary” text. 

both the inscription and the clothes worn by the Mir 
strongly suggest that the Portrait of Mir Musavvir was 
painted when he first arrived in hindustan and peti-
tioned to be admitted into akbar’s circle of servants, 
where his son was already well established. at variance 
with Melikian-Chirvani, i am inclined to attribute the 
work to Mir Sayyid ʿali rather than to Mir Musavvir on 
the basis of style: although Sayyid ʿali’s work is imper-

fectly understood, he painted many seated figures with 
very similar folds concealing their feet, and his subjects 
typically display a stiffness similar to this rendering of 
the Mir.28

Like the inscription in Portrait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali, 
the text in the Portrait of Mir Musavvir succinctly extols 
the merits of both father and son in terms of their long 
service (presumably to tahmasp rather than akbar in 
the case of Mir Musavvir); but it ends more explicitly 
with a request to join the royal entourage. both abuʾl-
Maʿali and Mir Musavvir are depicted in a deferential 
stance, seated with a bent back, presumably before the 
recipient of the message written on the scroll. Petitions 
were customarily presented through an intermediary, 

fig. 4.  Portrait of the Aged Painter Mir Musavvir, by Mir Sayyid ʿali, ca. 1565–70. Paris, Musée du Louvre, fonds napoléon, 
1893. oa3619ib. (Photo ©Musée du Louvre, dist. rMn-grand Palais / raphaël Chipault)
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usually a high dignitary who agreed to support the peti-
tioner’s case. accordingly, the function of the Portrait of 
Mir Musavvir—and, it is here proposed, of the Portrait 
of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali—would be to accompany the pe-
tition, and to introduce the petitioner to his prospec-
tive patron. this is one of the most basic and ancient 
functions of portraiture. Whether in funerary sculpture, 
domestic shrines, or public spaces—from roman eques-
trian statues of emperors to donor portraits in indian 
temples—one of the fundamental aims of portraits 
was to perpetuate the presence of the individual por-
trayed. Petitioners’ portraits function similarly in that 
they bring the pleader before their patrons’ eyes even 
in their physical absence, as dictated by court etiquette. 

admittedly, the texts associated with the two portraits 
are somewhat different: the one held by Mir Musavvir is 
explicitly identified as a petition (ʿarża dāsht) and con-
tains a polite request, whereas the one in abuʾl-Maʿali’s 
hands merely identifies the sitter, extols his closeness to 
humayun, and gives the name of the artist who painted 
the work. additionally, abuʾl-Maʿali is shown in the 
process of writing the inscription, rather than holding 
a scroll with a text already written out on it. but exam-
ples of petitioners’ portraits are so scant that it is hard to 
draw conclusions about their typical features. the close 
timeframe in which the two portraits were presumably 
painted, along with the involvement of three artists who 
knew one another—dust Musavvir, Mir Sayyid ʿ ali, and 
Mir Musavvir—weighs in favor of the hypothesis that 
their formal similarities signal a common function. 

Let us now turn to textual sources to investigate the 
circumstances that may have led abuʾl-Maʿali to be por-
trayed as a hypothetical petitioner. two main sources 
contain biographical information on abuʾl-Maʿali: 
bayazid bayat’s Tārīkh-i Humāyūn va Akbar and abuʾl-
fazl’s Akbarnāma. according to the latter, abuʾl-Maʿali 
was one “of the grand Sayyids of tirmiz,” whose family 
was related to the khans of Mughulistan and kashgar.29 
in the sixteenth century, it was far from unusual for a 
Central asian religious family to have intermarried re-
peatedly with the political elite, and a connection with 
the khans of kashgar may explain why abuʾl-Maʿali is 
dubbed Kashgharī in the inscription.30 alternatively, he 
may have simply hailed from there. unfortunately, no 
written source to date has emerged with more specific 

information on abuʾl-Maʿali’s family background,31 but 
some inferential evidence will be discussed below. 

abuʾl-Maʿali was introduced to humayun’s court in 
1551–52 and soon rose to a prominent position in the 
army and administration.32 things changed quickly, 
however, after akbar’s accession: as mentioned, abuʾl-
Maʿali was arrested during akbar’s first public audience, 
only three days after the new ruler’s enthronement. in 
his Akbarnāma, abuʾl-fazl seems to imply that abuʾl-
Maʿali was arrested due to his improper behavior at the 
audience, where he expressed dissatisfaction with his 
new, demoted position at court (the seating order at 
Mughal audiences being a reflection of one’s rank33). in 
his chronicle, bayazid bayat—who, unlike abuʾl-fazl, 
was a contemporary witness—states more explicitly 
that abuʾl-Maʿali was contemplating rebellion,34 which 
is certainly true in retrospect, because he soon managed 
to escape from prison and proceeded to rally troops to 
confront akbar. this is the first in a series of instances 
in which abuʾl-Maʿali was imprisoned but managed to 
flee with the complicity of members of the old timurid  
elite. 

abuʾl-fazl pictures abuʾl-Maʿali as a capricious youth, 
whose ambitions verged on insanity; he presents the 
notoriously handsome sayyid as “intoxicated by the 
world and proud of his superficial good looks.”35 in the 
scheme of the Akbarnāma, which aims to demonstrate 
akbar’s divine right to rule, abuʾl-Maʿali embodies the 
“king of rogues” (Shāh-i Lavandān), as he allegedly be-
came known at the time.36 but it is easy to read between 
the lines of the Akbarnāma and see that some factions 
at court clearly supported abuʾl-Maʿali’s political ambi-
tions, and even regarded him as a potential candidate to 
the throne—if not akbar’s own throne, then at least 
some other throne (that of kashmir or kabul). this sure-
ly constituted a threat to akbar’s rule, which at the time 
was far from established. indeed, it is remarkable that 
akbar never sentenced abuʾl-Maʿali to more than prison 
or exile, even as he repeatedly crushed the sayyid’s re-
bellions. one wonders whether akbar’s lenient attitude 
was due to abuʾl-Maʿali’s venerable sayyid status and 
the earlier service he had rendered to humayun, or 
whether it was due to other details of his background 
and relation to the Mughal family that were deliberate-
ly obscured in official sources. 
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the first time abuʾl-Maʿali was arrested, three days 
after akbar’s accession in 1556, he was imprisoned in 
Lahore; but the man in charge of his custody let him 
escape.37 Shortly thereafter, supported by a substantial 
nurbakhshi contingent, abuʾl-Maʿali led an unsuccess-
ful campaign to conquer kashmir, then ruled by ghazi 
khan Chak.38 in order to understand why the nurbakh-
shi, a kashmiri party, supported abuʾl-Maʿali’s claims to 
rule, we need to consider a few historical facts. When the 
Mughals, who had been defeated by the afghan officer 
Sher khan Sur (later Sher Shah) at the battle of Chausa 
in 1539, were forced to flee hindustan, humayun assem-
bled his brothers and high officers in Lahore to consider 
various options. among those present was a cousin of 
humayun’s late father babur, Mirza haydar dughlat,39 
who suggested a plan for the conquest of kashmir, 
where he had previously led military expeditions on be-
half of the khan of kashgar. While discussions were still 
ongoing, however, news came in that Sher Shah’s army 
was approaching, and everyone started to flee in haste. 
So although haydar’s plan to conquer kashmir was not 
implemented at that time, haydar would later lead a 
successful expedition to kashmir on his own, support-
ed by his personal retinue. Eventually, humayun sought 
asylum at the Safavid court, while haydar successfully 
settled in kashmir. at first haydar installed a puppet rul-
er on the throne, but when humayun regained hold of 
kabul in 1545, haydar renewed his loyalty to humayun 
and began minting coins in the Mughal emperor’s name. 
Subsequently, haydar’s religious zeal led him to perse-
cute both Sufis and Shiʿis; this made him unpopular and 
led to his death in 1551 in a desperate attempt to crush 
an insurrection.40 humayun, who had been the nominal 
ruler of kashmir for a few years (since coins were minted 
in his name there), was about to mount an expedition to 
kashmir in 1553 with strong support from abuʾl-Maʿali, 
but other amirs eventually stopped him.41 therefore, it is 
unsurprising to find the nurbakhshi seeking the Mughal 
emperor’s assistance against a rival kashmiri political 
faction around 1555; apparently, only humayun’s pre-
mature death a few months later prevented an expedi-
tion from taking place.42 What is rather more surprising 
is that abuʾl-Maʿali, and not akbar, was then chosen by 
the same kashmiri political faction as the next-best can-
didate shortly thereafter. Perhaps akbar or his regent 
bayram khan declined to support the nurbakhshi; or 

perhaps abuʾl-Maʿali (whom the kashmiri refugees had 
met at humayun’s court in 1555)43 was chosen because 
of his sayyid status: the nurbakhshi were well-known 
for revering descendants of the Prophet. but other fac-
tors may have played a role as well: although nothing in 
the sources explicitly suggests a prior connection with 
kashmir, abuʾl-Maʿali may well have been familiar with 
the area. Perhaps it was not merely a coincidence that 
abuʾl-Maʿali arrived at humayun’s court in kabul short-
ly after Mirza haydar’s demise in kashmir;44 the timing 
suggests that the Kashgharī officer may have been in the 
Mirza’s retinue. haydar had spent the greater part of his 
life in the service of the khans of kashgar, and most of 
his liege men hailed from there. after the Mirza’s death, 
officers from his retinue would have been forced to re-
turn to their homeland or seek employment elsewhere. 
this may account for the arrival of abuʾl-Maʿali in kabul 
at that time.  

Whatever the exact circumstances, abuʾl-Maʿali’s ex-
pedition to kashmir in 1556 was not successful, and he 
was forced to go into hiding, assisted once more by a 
Mughal officer, in whose house he secretly lived for 
some time.45 Eventually, the sayyid was discovered and 
turned over to akbar’s regent bayram khan, a powerful 
commander-statesman born in the badakhshan region 
of Central asia and belonging to the turkic oguz clan, 
who at the time was still effectively in command of af-
fairs at the Mughal court.46 abuʾl-Maʿali was dispatched 
to gujarat with orders to prepare for a pilgrimage to 
Mecca, but again he managed to escape. Eventually the 
sayyid was caught and imprisoned in bayana (rajas-
than), in whose dungeons he remained for a few years.47 
in the spring of 1560, when akbar, supported by his loy-
al wet nurse Maham Änäkä (d. 1562) and her party, 
turned against the overbearing bayram khan and set up 
court in delhi, one of bayram khan’s first actions was to 
release abuʾl-Maʿali from prison.48 intercepted by impe-
rial troops, the “king of rogues” was finally dispatched 
to Mecca. but three years later abuʾl-Maʿali returned 
and, supported by contingents from badakhshan and 
transoxiana, successfully confronted Mughal imperial 
troops on several occasions before heading northward 
again, this time to kabul.49 at this point, abuʾl-Maʿali’s 
support appears to have stemmed directly from his fam-
ily’s Central asian connections, since badakhshan and 
transoxiana were the strongholds of tirmizi sayyids. 
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Meanwhile, in January 1564, an arrow was shot at ak-
bar from near Maham Änäkä’s madrasa in delhi, and 
wounded his shoulder. the archer was allegedly a slave 
of akbar’s brother-in-law, Sharafuddin husayn, but 
abuʾl-fazl mentions abuʾl-Maʿali as one of those in-
volved in orchestrating the attempted coup.50 Sharafud-
din and abuʾl-Maʿali may have indeed known each 
other well, because the former had arrived at the Mughal 
court with an embassy sent by the khan of kashgar 
shortly after akbar’s accession. in addition, Sharafuddin 
was a descendant of the Central asian naqshbandi Sufi 
shaykh khwaja ahrar on his father’s side, and his moth-
er was the daughter of a tirmizi amir through a timurid 
princess (a daughter of the timurid ruler abu Saʿid, the 
grandfather of akbar’s grandfather babur).51 as a man 
descended from akbar’s ancestor abu Saʿid, as well as 
from abu Saʿid’s spiritual mentor, khwaja ahrar,52 
Sharafuddin certainly possessed the credentials to mar-
ry into the Mughal family. but it is his tirmizi ancestors 
and kashgari connections that are of greater interest 
here, because Sharafuddin and abuʾl-Maʿali may have 
formed a bond either early on in kashgar (supposing 
Kashgharī means that abuʾl-Maʿali hailed from there) or 
later, through their shared kashgari and tirmizi connec-
tions. 

akbar had not nearly recovered from the arrow 
wound when abuʾl-Maʿali, undeterred by the aborted 
coup, busied himself in further pursuing his own agen-
da. on his way to kabul he sent a letter to Mahchüchük, 
humayun’s widow and the mother of akbar’s half-
brother Mirza Muhammad-hakim. Mahchüchük was 
then acting as regent for her young son in kabul. in the 
letter, abuʾl-Maʿali proposed to marry the queen’s 
daughter, fakhrunnisaʾ.53 it is at this point in the story, 
when abuʾl-fazl introduces the literary motif of incom-
petent advisors who allegedly led the queen to make the 
wrong decision (i.e., to marry her daughter to the rogu-
ish suitor), that abuʾl-Maʿali is described as being from 
“the grand sayyids of tirmiz.” abuʾl-fazl additionally 
states that “the rulers of Moghulistan and the sultans of 
kashgar are connected to that line,” which seems to im-
ply that abuʾl-Maʿali himself was not directly descended 
from them.

Whatever the specific background of the ambitious 
sayyid—who was probably in his thirties at the time, 
although he is portrayed as a beardless youth, in the 

manner of a Persianate “moon-faced beauty”—
Mahchüchük eventually agreed to the proposal and per-
mitted her daughter to marry him without akbar’s 
consent (although, presumably, the young ruler’s en-
dorsement was not necessary, since Mahchüchük was 
in some respects akbar’s senior).54 not long afterward, 
at the end of March 1564, abuʾl-Maʿali turned against the 
queen and killed her; after which, we are told, he sat in 
kabul’s dīvānkhāna (council hall) with Prince Muham-
mad-hakim seated next to him.55 to the best of our 
knowledge, in kabul the dīvānkhāna was actually a tent, 
of the trellis (khargāh) type.56 there is scant informa-
tion on Mughal audiences at this early stage, but it 
would seem that the amirs were summoned to council 
periodically, and not on a regular basis, as in subsequent 
times. in kabul, there was no institution comparable to 
the public audience of hindustan: public audiences 
were a hindustani custom that the Mughals adopted 
after their conquest of that land; and apparently the cus-
tom remained confined to that region. regardless of the 
specific details, abuʾl-Maʿali’s gesture in kabul implies 
that he had usurped power and kept the child with him 
as a puppet figure. 

this was a truly serious turn of events; but before ak-
bar even apprehended the situation, someone else in-
tervened. Mirza Sulayman of badakhshan, who was at 
the time a virtually independent ruler as well as the se-
niormost member of the timurid family,57 marched on 
kabul with his troops, confronted abuʾl-Maʿali, defeated 
him, gained hold of the city, and set up a proper trial in 
which the “king of rogues” was convicted. abuʾl-Maʿali 
was sentenced to death in kabul and hanged, and Sulay-
man divided most of the province among his own fol-
lowers and those of Muhammad-hakim, marrying his 
daughter to the prince.58

this would be a fitting conclusion to the story, with 
the culprit’s body buried without much fanfare. instead, 
abuʾl-fazl notes that, after all that abuʾl-Maʿali had 
done, including instigating an attempt on akbar’s life 
and murdering a queen, he was nonetheless buried in 
an honorable position, alongside the Mughal emperor 
babur’s sister and brother-in-law. abuʾl-fazl writes that, 
“through the mediation of some influential people his 
vile body was buried near the tomb of khanzada begim 
and Mahdi khwaja,”59 which is a tactful way of saying 
that he was buried close to babur himself in the Mughal 
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family cemetery in kabul, known today as the bagh-i ba-
bur. Since kinship ties were the rationale behind every 
burial at the site, even in the following century,60 and 
since we know that abuʾl-Maʿali had no timurid blood, 
he must have been related either to babur’s brother-in-
law, Mahdi khwaja, or to khanzada—that is, to babur 
himself, since khanzada was babur’s full sister. it may 
be no coincidence that babur and khanzada’s mother, 
Qutlugh-nigar khanum, was a Mongol princess from 
kashgar—a daughter of yunus khan,61 a descendant 
of Chingis khan and at one time the khan of Mughu-
listan (transoxiana) (r. 1462–87). unfortunately, Mughal 
sources do not specify the details of Mahdi khwaja’s 
background beyond his sayyid status; since abuʾl-Maʿali 
was buried close to him, he is usually thought to have 
been descended from the tirmizi sayyids as well, but 
this is of little help for our purposes. remarkably, how-
ever, when babur was on his deathbed (in agra, in 1530) 
there was an attempt to place Mahdi khwaja on the 
throne.62 again, we encounter a potential candidate to 
the throne, on whose background official akbari sources 
are silent. one may well argue that Mahdi khwaja’s cre-
dentials included his marriage to a timurid princess; but 
abuʾl-Maʿali secured those same credentials, and the 
reason they both managed to do so was because they 
were deemed suitable matches for babur’s and akbar’s 
sisters, respectively. in the case of Sharafuddin, his cre-
dentials included the fact that he was a distant paternal 
cousin of akbar’s through their mutual descent from the 
former timurid ruler abu Saʿid (r. 1451–69). but did the 
two sayyids—Mahdi khwaja and abuʾl-Maʿali—boast 
a comparable degree of family kinship? according to 
the timurid historian khwandamir (d. 1534), Mahdi 
khwaja’s mother was a Chingissid princess, a descen-
dant of abuʾl-khayr khan.63 both Sharafuddin and 
Mahdi khwaja, in other words, had royal blood in their 
veins, besides their religious pedigree. again, one is left 
to wonder whether abuʾl-Maʿali might have had royal 
blood that made him eligible to marry a Mughal prin-
cess and to become a potential candidate to the throne. 
unfortunately, no sources come to succor. 

Whatever his exact lineage or relation to Mahdi 
khwa ja or babur, we may infer something about abuʾl-
Maʿali’s status from akbar’s lenient attitude upon the 
occasion of his repeated affronts, as well as from the care 
taken by Mirza Sulayman, who set up a formal trial for 

abuʾl-Maʿali, did not spill the rogue’s blood, and eventu-
ally had him buried in kabul’s royal family cemetery. the 
choice of burial, in particular, cannot be justified simply 
on the basis of abuʾl-Maʿali’s sayyid status. in fact, from 
all the evidence assembled, it would seem that abuʾl-
Maʿali was regarded as a family relation by the Mughals. 
he certainly stands out as a far more eminent figure in 
contemporary politics and diplomacy than is commonly 
assumed. abuʾl-Maʿali is also a perfect specimen of a 
sixteenth-century sayyid with military training and po-
litical ambitions. not all such sayyids coveted a throne: 
one of abuʾl-Maʿali’s brothers, Mir Sayyid hashim, was 
a distinguished officer under both humayun and ak-
bar, and one of the choice warriors employed by the 
khankhanan Munʿim khan on important campaigns 
in bengal, gujarat, and elsewhere.64 Mir Sayyid hashim 
was arrested (probably as a safety measure) when abuʾl-
Maʿali was first imprisoned, but he was soon released;65 
he always sided with his masters and never supported 
his brother’s claims. 

returning now to our portrait and the context in 
which it might have been painted: when abuʾl-Maʿali 
was first arrested, there would have been no need to re-
mind akbar of the sayyid’s service to humayun. akbar 
and abuʾl-Maʿali knew each other all too well at the 
time. Even subsequently, akbar would seem an unlikely 
recipient, not to mention patron, of the Portrait of Shah 
Abuʾl-Maʿali. abuʾl-Maʿali is not presented in the por-
trait as a destitute rogue seeking pardon for a grave of-
fence; rather, he is depicted in brightly-colored clothes, 
and there is even a flower tucked into his tāj. as already 
noted above, the headgear he is wearing—a hat similar 
to ones worn by kyrgyz pastorals today—was reserved 
for humayun’s intimates (ichkiyān). that simple hat 
form was the prerogative of humayun’s arms-bearers, 
who were typically youths from the families of his high 
officers. for higher-ranking officers, a scarf and an array 
of other accoutrements (such as plumes of various kinds, 
gold chains, and pins) were added to the basic form and, 
together with the color and fabric of the hat and scarf, 
conveyed information on the courtier’s background, po-
sition at court, and proximity to humayun.66 We are 
only beginning to crack the code as to what each feature 
indicated, and no definitive conclusions can be made 
about the significance of the subject’s headgear, except 
that the black color of abuʾl-Maʿali’s tāj is highly unusu-
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al, and may possibly signal his sayyid status.67 it is 
tempting to associate abuʾl-Maʿali’s rusty-brown scarf, 
depicted in a strikingly realistic manner evocative of the 
texture of pashmina, with kashmir. the absence of or-
naments such as ostrich feathers (typical of warriors) or 
black egret plumes (reserved for princes)—both of 
which have precise parallels not only in humayuni 
paintings but also in early Safavid and even timurid 
works—is in accordance with what we would expect of 
a religious figure.68 the flower tucked into abuʾl-Maʿali’s 
tāj and the brightly colored (in all likelihood silken) yel-
low qabāʾ, are more elusive clues, but what they seem to 
suggest, for lack of better explanations, is a festive mood. 
it is premature to conjecture that they were also meant 
to evoke a groom’s attire, for too little is known about 
such issues in the late timurid and early Mughal period. 
incidentally, the same flower is depicted in another 
work attributed to dust Musavvir.69

in light of the evidence assembled, by far the most 
plausible occasion for the painting would seem to be the 
proposal that abuʾl-Maʿali sent to Mahchüchük in 1564, 
asking for her daughter’s hand in marriage. alternative-
ly—but somewhat less likely, especially given the sud-
den turn of events—the portrait may have been 
commissioned after the marriage in order to seek ak-
bar’s blessing on the union. by then, eight years had 
passed since humayun’s death, and it would have been 
appropriate to remind the queen of abuʾl-Maʿali’s ser-
vice to humayun in connection with a marriage pro-
posal. in this context, it also would have made sense for 
the artist to present the sitter in an attractive manner, 
as the sayyid and handsome man he notoriously was.

if we accept this hypothesis regarding the context of 
the painting, a few scholarly assumptions should be re-
vised. the circumstances imply that the artist dust 
Musavvir must have been alive nearly a decade after 
bayazid bayat’s mention of his name in relation to the 
events of 1555.70 Considering that dust, who had been 
bihzad’s pupil, must have been in his seventies by then, 
it is not difficult to imagine him enjoying his retirement 
in Lahore, but willing to work on commission, especial-
ly for an old acquaintance. alternatively, his age not-
withstanding, dust may have been employed by 
Mahchüchük herself in kabul: after all, his master bih-
zad had been active well into his eighties. Perplexing 
though it may seem to postulate that an artist would 

agree to assist abuʾl-Maʿali in his scheme, Master dust 
would have been a perfect candidate. three decades 
earlier, he had chosen to leave his position in the royal 
Safavid atelier, allegedly so he could continue to drink 
wine. he then traveled to hindustan, possibly in an at-
tempt to find employment at humayun’s court, but 
ended up working instead for humayun’s rival half-
brother, Prince kamran—possibly because humayun’s 
situation had become precarious, or because kamran 
made him an offer he could not refuse. When kamran 
was ousted from kabul, dust accepted employment 
with humayun, but some scholars have aptly observed 
that his caricatural twist on humayun’s portraits sug-
gests he did not especially like his new patron.71 thus we 
should not be too surprised to find the elderly artist sup-
porting abuʾl-Maʿali’s plot, especially if he was hand-
somely rewarded. it is unlikely that the elderly painter 
felt any reverence for akbar, who was only a boy when 
he rose to the throne, and still a youth in 1564. 

this reconstruction of historical circumstances sur-
rounding the Portrait of Shah Abuʾl-Maʿali contrasts with 
received wisdom on the relative importance of the 
founding figures of the royal Mughal atelier (kitābkhāna), 
as well as on the extent of the confrontation between 
akbar and some of the old Central asian elite during the 
first decades of his reign. Let us now return to the Por-
trait of Mir Musavvir. both the Mir and his son Sayyid 
ʿali, as mentioned, had worked alongside dust in the 
Safavid atelier (the father being roughly from the same 
generation as dust). in addition, if we may trust Qazi 
ahmad, who associates the nisba “badakhshani” with 
Mir Musavvir, the father and son were probably also 
tirmizi sayyids like abuʾl-Maʿali, the subject of the por-
trait painted by dust. While nothing is known of dust’s 
own lineage, a tentative reconstruction proposed by 
Chahriar adle suggests he was from a family of khurasani 
artists specializing in the arts of the book.72 as for Mir 
Musavvir and his son Sayyid ʿ ali, whether tirmizi or not, 
sayyids they undoubtedly were (and very probably from 
the timurid homeland). Moreover, just like abuʾl-
Maʿali—a capable military commander73 and a man of 
royal ambitions—Mir Sayyid ʿ ali and his father bear wit-
ness to the multiple roles played by religious elites in the 
sixteenth century: besides his activity as a painter, Say-
yid ʿ ali also wrote poetry under the mystically evocative 
name of Judaʾi (a reference to separation from god).74 
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another prominent family of sayyids, associated with 
the shrine of ʿabdullah ansari in gazurgah on the out-
skirts of herat, played an even more prominent role in 
the Mughal realm by introducing the khurasani garden-
ing tradition to hindustan under babur and humayun; 
one of their kin even built the first great imperial Mughal 
mausoleum, humayun’s tomb.75 it is a testament to the 
high esteem in which sayyids were held at humayun’s 
court that both abuʾl-Maʿali and Mir Sayyid ʿ ali entered 
the circle of humayun’s intimates soon after their ar-
rival in kabul.76 Even the elderly historian khwandamir, 
despite the prestige of his prior activity at the timurid 
court as well as his service to babur, had to struggle to 
attain the same honor.77 

a third and final early Mughal portrait (fig. 5) adds 
another dimension to the biography of this group of ex-
humayuni courtiers and servants. it is the most prob-
lematic of the three works examined here, since its sitter 
is not explicitly identified. the current scholarly opinion 
is that the painting is a self-portrait by the artist Mir 
Sayyid ʿali.78 given the complexity of its composition 
and inscriptions, it deserves to be treated in a separate 
article. for our present purposes, however, i would like 
to point out a few facts related to the life and activities 
of Mir Sayyid ʿali. the painting is usually believed to 
date to humayun’s reign based on the fact that the artist 
signs his name as Nādir ul-Mulk Humāyūnshāhī (Won-
der of the age, king humayun’s Servant). the clothes 
worn by the figure in the portrait, however, are incon-
sistent with a dating to humayun’s reign. in particular, 
the deccani headgear of the subject closely resembles 
examples in nizam Shahi paintings from the kingdom 
of ahmadnagar.79 akbar eventually conquered ahmad-
nagar in 1597, but confrontations and diplomatic ex-
changes had already occurred prior to this date. 
Conclusive evidence for dating the portrait in akbar’s 
reign comes from the flora, which could not be the work 
of the Mir alone, but rather points to a collaboration be-
tween Mir Sayyid ʿali and one of the indian artists he 
trained. the dark green ground and flowers appear to 
have been inspired by European landscape painting and 
herbals, respectively. they are unlike anything painted 
by the Mir, or for that matter by other Safavid-trained 
artists, but closely resemble the flora found in some fo-
lios of the Hamzanāma (ca. 1565–74). the closest paral-
lels come from pages that have been attributed to 

basawan—a talented artist who would one day lead the 
Mughal kitābkhāna.80

there is also evidence that the Mir continued to use 
the title Nādir ul-Mulk Humāyūnshāhī well into akbar’s 
reign: a seal impression in an early sixteenth-century 
copy of Jamal al-din husayni Shirazi’s Rawżat al-Aḥbāb 
(garden of friends) preserved in the Chester beatty Li-
brary in dublin (fig. 6) bears both this title (fragmen-
tarily preserved, but still discernible) and the clearly 
legible date 979 (1571–72), showing that Mir Sayyid ʿali 
still referred to himself as “king humayun’s Servant” a 
full fifteen years after akbar (r. 1556–1605) ascended to 
the throne. Mir Sayyid ʿali is thought to have directed 
humayun’s atelier in kabul and to have succeeded dust 
in this capacity upon his arrival in kabul ca. 1551. (note, 
however, that the atelier in kabul was probably a mod-
est establishment, certainly much smaller than the Mu-
ghal atelier in akbar’s time.) after humayun’s demise, 
the Mir held that position, directing the first phase of the 
Hamzanāma until he somewhat abruptly undertook a 
pilgrimage to Mecca, as is testified by a contemporary 
witness writing around 1572–74.81 this account of events 
fully accords with the date of the seal impression, and it 
is possible that the Mir commissioned the seal for the 
purpose of stamping the books in his library before he 
entrusted them to someone as he set off on his pilgrim-
age. 

Sources are silent about Sayyid ʿali’s motives for 
undertaking the hajj, which may have been personal 
or professional. in leaving his post as director of ak-
bar’s kitābkhāna, Mir Sayyid ʿali was replaced by 
ʿabdussamad, an iranian émigré (possibly from Shiraz). 
although ʿ abdussamad was a less accomplished painter 
than the Mir, his greater administrative and organiza-
tional abilities are generally recognized; nonetheless, 
we cannot rule out more personal, or even diplomatic 
reasons for this sudden change in leadership. the same 
contemporary witness suggests that akbar may have 
been dissatisfied with the way Sayyid ʿali was running 
the Hamzanāma project; more specifically, the witness 
claims that once ʿabdussamad took over the project, he 
strove to bring the Hamzanāma to completion and re-
duce its expenditures.82 the Mir’s father may have died 
in the meantime, thus freeing Sayyid ʿali from family 
commitments that would have prevented him from un-
dertaking the hajj previously. interestingly, however, 
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fig. 5. alleged self-portrait of Mir Sayyid ʿali, new dating proposed here: ca. 1564, opaque watercolor, gold, and ink on 
paper. Sheet: 31.59 × 20 cm. image: 19.05 × 10.48 cm. Los angeles (Ca), Los angeles County Museum of art (LaCMa), bequest 
of Edwin binney, 3rd (M.90.141.1). (Photo: ©2018 digital image Museum associates/LaCMa/art resource ny/Scala, firenze)
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cussed here. but it is worth noting that the evidence as-
sembled above, including the likelihood that the 
so-called Self-Portrait of Mir Sayyid ʿAli was in fact a col-
laboration between the Mir and his pupil basawan, re-
stricts the potential dating of the work to a period of less 
than a decade, between 1564 and 1572. Considered 
alongside the biography and portrait of abuʾl-Maʿali, 
Sayyid ʿali’s choice of title indicates that, even some fif-
teen years into akbar’s reign, connections with the late 
emperor humayun were more important to the old elite 
than were associations with his son and successor. 

taken together, the evidence provided by the three 
earliest Mughal portraits and contemporary sources 
shows that the networks of Central asian families ex-
tended deep into hindustan. of specific interest to the 
art historian is the fact that at least two of the three ear-
liest surviving Mughal portraits, and possibly all three of 
them, do not seem to have been created for their own 
sake (i.e., for aesthetic pleasure, or to glorify their sub-
jects), much less for posterity—as Western scholars 
sometimes seem to take for granted when it comes to 
portraiture—but rather to convey a message, or a peti-
tion. the alleged Self-Portrait of Mir Sayyid ʿ Ali also con-
tains inscriptions: besides the historical inscription 
attributing the work to Nādir ul-Mulk Humāyūnshāhī 
(Wonder of the age, Servant of humayun), there are 
poetic couplets inscribed on the felt rug on which the 
subject is seated—a visual device previously employed 
by the Mir. these may well hold the key to the message 
of the painting, linking it to a specific episode or his-
torical juncture, as further research may reveal. 

as i hope to have shown in the above discussion, a 
wealth of information may be gleaned from a close 
study of these three early portraits. the intricate inter-
play between words and image conveys specific but not 
necessarily straightforward messages, as do many visual 
details that are not easily deciphered—or even no-
ticed—by contemporary viewers. not only do the three 
portraits bear witness to the complexity of court eti-
quette, they also provide a valuable complement to con-
temporary and later textual narratives. these are themes 
of potential relevance to the study of Mughal painting 
at large, and we are only just beginning to scratch the 
surface. 

these were the very same years that akbar delivered a 
final blow to the Central asian elites at his court and 
took the reins of power firmly in his own hands. any-
one suspected of maintaining political connections with 
akbar’s few remaining timurid siblings, who mounted a 
final revolt in 1572 and were defeated at the beginning of 
1573,83 would have been in an insecure position at this 
juncture. as a Central asian (and quite possibly tirmizi) 
sayyid, Mir Sayyid ʿali would have been among those 
who were no longer welcome at court. this reconstruc-
tion of events, albeit partly tentative, opens up histori-
cal scenarios that might complement or challenge the 
official narrative provided by abuʾl-fazl. remarkably, 
works from Mir Sayyid ʿ ali’s Mughal period are extreme-
ly rare, suggesting they were not especially treasured af-
ter his departure, or even that the Mir himself destroyed 
or took back some of them. 

from an art historian’s point of view, the seal impres-
sion discussed above proves that the use of a title con-
necting the painter with humayun does not necessarily 
imply that the third portrait considered here should be 
dated to humayun’s reign. indeed, the sitter’s clothes 
are so indian-looking, and the flora so suggestive of ba-
sawan’s work, that a dating in akbar’s reign is almost 
obligatory. the subject of the painting and its possible 
intention deserve a separate inquiry and will not be dis-

fig. 6. Seal impression on an early sixteenth-century copy 
of Jamal al-din husayni Shirazi’s Rawżat al-Aḥbāb. dublin, 
the Chester beatty Library, Per 201, fol. 1a. (Photo: ©the 
trustees of the Chester beatty Library, dublin)
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notES

1. a preliminary version of this paper was presented to an 
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